
Strong Bulls: META, GTEC, WIMI, MDJH

Honorable Mentions: GLG, ATIF, VYNT, 
TISI, CNET, BOIL, LNG

Black Ink Econ Ltd.

Last week I hit Natural Gas hard, and it took off like a rocket.  Nat Gas is super volatile, and the prices are 
going to fluctuate like crazy.  The range of time we expect a Nat Gas surprised technically does start the 
week before Halloween, but I don't think I have ever seen the first week be THE week for the biggest gains.  
Keep an eye on NOA weather reports and storms that hit the West Coast.  If a storm hits the West Coast, 
within a week it'll end up in the east, which is where the Natural Gas demand comes from.  

Crypto miners were another thing I hit on in the intro last week, and I am happy to say we caught a few for 
gains last week.  The incoming interest rate had me taking profits in Crypto miners on Friday, but after we 
get past that, I will be monitoring BTC for another bullish move.  CCNC, CLSK, ARBK, GREE continue to be 
the ones I favor, but there are MANY worth checking up on.  I personally plan on sticking to miners outside 
of China if and when I play these.  Which leads us to...

...Last, and MOST IMPORTANT: We have some monster Catalysts over the next 2 weeks from 
CatalystCalendar.IO.  The biggest one that I look forward to the most is China's Singles Day, where more 
than 1 billion in revenues will be earned as China does their version of Black Friday.  The Social Media 
pumpers LOVE Singles Day, and they will start promoting the low float Chinese stocks which makes the 
runup worth tracking.  As profits roll in, definitely protect them, as FOMO buyers will exit fast when the 
event is over.  You will see below a WHOLE lot of low float, Chinese companies.  I specifically targeted the 
oversold charts, and charts of tickers that have had successful Singles Day performances in the past.  

If anyone is interested in learning to do Technical Analysis, sign up for Nov 26 and 27 seminar!  As a BONUS: 
As soon as you sign up I will unlock FULL ACCESS for free on the website, including all 7 scanners with SMS 
alerts. You will get this subscription free until the Friday after the seminar. Go to 
www.blackinkeconmics.com to sign up!

No information expressed or distributed by Black Ink Economics constitutes investment, trading, or financial advice.  Black Ink Economics 
mission is to educate people on how to trade and to further their clients knowledge as to the workings of the financial markets and 
technical indicators.  Any information presented or distributed by Black Ink Economics is for education and entertainment purposes only.  

Welcome back!

Last week we got the hot market that the charts were 
predicting.  This weeks charts are mostly residually bullish, 
however at some point we are going to top out.  On 
Wednesday this week the Fed releases the next interest rate 
increase, and while it is widely expected to be .75 again, 
Thursday and Fridays bullish action was partially attributed 
to the increase in probability that the Fed will do just a .5% 
interest rate increase.  If it is .5 expect a market rally, if it is 
.75 I expect the market to correct.  Before that though I 
anticipate a bullish start to the week.

Swings & Bullish Setups
-For the week of Oct 31, 2022-

www.CatalystCalendar.IO
www.blackinkeconomics.com



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 97.50-98.50
Initial Stop Loss Idea 94.99-96.09
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 109-114
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
PPS Williams %R TTMScalper

RandomWalk DPO_MOBO TTMTrend

VWAP:WMA Relative Vol St Dev

AccumulationDist

MACD
TTMWave:Bbands

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 1.99-2.19
Initial Stop Loss Idea 1.79-1.89
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 2.35-2.50, 2.70+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMScalper TTMWave:Bbands PPS, TTMTrend

VWAP:WMA Relative Vol St Dev

AccumulationDist
MACD, DPO_MOBO

RandomWalk

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish

1 simplified picture.

reverse bullishly.  By eod, the Williams had dropped just barely under -50 and the RandomWalk had 
This showed up on the Knife Catcher scanner on Friday after the techs had a change to find a bottom and 

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish

gone green over red (which is bearish), but everything else basically stayed as is.  I grabbed some calls 
Friday, and I anticipate getting some gains but I will likely exit my trade by Wednesday since I did calls. 

Technical Analysis

watchlist since last year and has found itself oversold with warrants over $4.  Excited for this one!

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

This is an American company who serves the Chinese market and has 4 subsidiaries in China.  Last year 
this one spiked on Singles Day and completely took me by surprise.  But live and learn, so it's been on the 

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 1.68-1.78
Initial Stop Loss Idea 1.49-1.54
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 1.95-2.05, 2.25+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend TTMScalper MACD

PPS Relative Vol St Dec DPO_MOBO

AccumulationDist Williams %R

RandomWalk
TTMWave:Bbands

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .225-.245
Initial Stop Loss Idea .214-.219
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) .35-.40+
Risk High
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
Relative Vol St Dev TTMScalper/PPS

AccumulationDist TTMTrend

RandomWalk Williams%R
MACD, DPO_MOBO

TTMWave:Bbands

Relative Vol St Dev

Overall Consensus: Bullish

Overall Consensus: Bullish

sell in the 1.90s and higher.  Managed 2.20 at the best last week, looking for it again!

that we got last week's Friday at close.  That plus the MJBiz Convention coming seems to be creating lots 
of Rinse and Repeat situations here for us, and I plan on continuing to buy in the 1.70s and lower, then 

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

HCTI was another one of those Rinse and Repeat plays last week, we managed to paly it a couple times 

We played this 3 times for profits last week, and it ended up basically at the same setup Friday at close 

and avoid that big sell-off late in the week.  By the end of Friday, the techs had wound back around to 
bullish and if there is a Mon lull for me I plan on playing it again, 

Technical Analysis



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .259-.279
Initial Stop Loss Idea .239-.244
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) .32-.35, .41-.45+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
PPS/TTMScalper AccumulationDist TTMTrend

Williams %R MACD Relative Vol St Dev

DPO_MOBO TTMWave:Bbands

RandomWalk

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 1.02-1.05
Initial Stop Loss Idea .94-.99
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 1.13-1.17, 1.25+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
Relative Vol St Dev TTMScalper/PPS

AccumulationDist TTMTrend
Williams %R

MACD, DPO_MOBO

TTMWave:Bbands

RandomWalk

plan on buying and holding for the runup period up until the 11th (earlier if the profits come sooner).  It is 
a very low float so the spread between bid and ask can get a little wide, fyi. 

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 

This is one of the Low Float, Chinese runners from previous years Singles Day.  The techs are very mixed, 
neutral overall for now.  But as we get near the end of the week this week, as soon as the techs line up, I 

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

at least twice on Friday, and I believe it appeared on the Textbook Swings earlier in the day.  The techs are
This is a low float Chinese company (so Singles Day is the catalyst), which appeared on the Swings N Scalps

1 simplified picture.

great and that dip to $1 Friday gives us a nice extra 3-5% in potential gains.  I will be buying this one. 

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 1.80-1.85
Initial Stop Loss Idea 1.59-1.64
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 2.35-2.40, 2.55+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
PPS TTMScalper

RandomWalk TTMTrend

MACD, DPO_MOBO

TTMWave:Bbands
Relative Vol St Dev

Williams %R

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range .62-.66
Initial Stop Loss Idea 0.59
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) .85-.92, 1.05+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
Accumulation Dist PPS/TTMScalper

MACD TTMTrend

DPO_MOBO Relative Vol St Dev

RandomWalk Williams %R

TTMWave:Bbands

I use has to be mental.  MM's have too much power with such a low float.  However, the volume patterns

Overall Consensus: Bullish
This is just barely under the "Strong Bullish" ranking imo.  The real problem I have with it is just the low 
float, which makes the spread very wide and causes extra volatility.  So once I make an entry here, any SL 

are starting to show up, and with the Singles Day runup here, this is a strong target for me.

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

Technical Analysis

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

spiked green over red, which is a bad sign.  This is a Chinese company that isn't really a low float but is
way oversold.  If it dips for us before Singles Day I'll take a peek at the Call options if the chain is liquid

The techs here seem to be lined up but it seems a little bit like a topping out pattern.  The RandomWalk 



Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 1.25-1.30
Initial Stop Loss Idea 1.09-1.14
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 1.50, 1.70-1.80+
Risk Medium
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend TTMScalper PPS

Williams %R VWAP:WMA TTMWave:Bbands
MACD TTMWave:Bbands

DPO_MOBO Relative Vol St Dev

RandomWalk AccumulationDist

Ticker symbol and price on chart (left)
Ideal Entry Range 1.50-1.58
Initial Stop Loss Idea 1.29-1.39
1st, 2nd, et. PTs (Resistance) 2.00, 2.20, 2.60+
Risk High!
Trade Timing Multiday Swing

The "Scale" below displays the Technical Indicators in a 

Bearish Neutral or N/A Bullish
TTMTrend TTMScalper PPS

RandomWalk MACD Relative Vol St Dev

DPO_MOBO AccumulationDist
Williams %R

TTMWave:Bbands

Overall Consensus: Delayed Bullish

Overall Consensus: Strong Bullish
This is one of the top ideas for Singles Day.  It has an incredibly low float, a penchant and history for major

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.

Technical Analysis

price spikes (and subsequent selloffs), and has been in the low float Chinese category for many years.  It is
often called out by Social Media guys on StockTwits and this year there's the new Reddit/WSB affect, so I 
plan on being in this BEFORE it starts to move up and maybe before all the techs shift bullish. 

This one is on the list due to the Catalyst and the fact that it is a lower float Chinese company that is 
very oversold.  It is not the main target for me, I don't have a memory of QH being a leader in the Singles 
Day runup in years past.  But the chart looks like it might drop 5-10% early next wk, so it's worth watching.

Technical Analysis

way meant to aid in looking at all the data together as 
1 simplified picture.


